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During these extraordinary times, Valero’s commitment to the
community remains the same
Supporting organizations on the front lines
In the time of need across the globe, Valero quickly
responded to COVID-19, announcing an initial $1.8 million
commitment, which quickly grew to approximately $2.5
million provided around the U.S. in funds and fuel cards and
approximately $260,000 USD in Peru, Canada, and the U.K.
Contributions are supporting primarily:
• Schools
• Hospitals
• Blood Centers

• Community Centers

• Food Banks

• Homeless Shelters

Valero’s efforts are recognized by key leaders

Thank you to Texas’ very own
@ValeroEnergy for helping
communities as we all work
together to #CombatCOVID19.

Thanks y’all. A great San
Antonio-based company.

• Police and Fire Departments • Meals on Wheels
Additionally, we’re augmenting ethanol production processes
to make FDA and DOT approved hand and surface sanitizer in
bulk for those on the front line of the fighing against COVID
in our communities.
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Valero commits $1.8 million for COVID-19 response
Co launched social media promotion on
March 19 related to Valero’s commitment of
$1.8 Million in response to Covid-19.
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Valero ships out 10,000 fuel cards across U.S.
Valero provides fuel cards to hundreds of
organizations who rely on transportation as a vital
part of their service such as blood centers, food
banks, Meals on Wheels, hospitals, police and fire
departments, and health-care workers.

Thank you to Texas’ very own
@ValeroEnergy for helping
communities as we all work
together to #CombatCOVID19.

Thanks y’all. A great San
Antonio-based company.
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Valero delivers fuel cards to University Health, San Antonio, TX

$25,000

fuel cards provided to University Health

“

This is an incredibly generous offer
and these staff will be tremendously
appreciative for both the monetary
value as well as the gesture of support
during this challenging time.

”

- Lenny Kirkman, University Health System

Fuel cards given to employees working in ER and on COVID
floors at University Health System, San Antonio.
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Valero fueling transportation needs across the U.S.
Louisiana

Second Harvest Food Bank

California

Top Left: Benicia Unified School District
Top Middle: Florence Douglas Senior Center
Top Right: St. Vincent DePaul Society
Middle: Benicia Community Action Council
Bottom: Meals on Wheels

Texas

Corpus Christi Blood Bank
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Valero gets into hand sanitizer manufacturing

“

We are ready and willing to do what
we can in communities surrounding our
plants to help ease the nation’s critical
shortage of hand sanitizer. I am proud
of our employees for their innovation
and efforts to make this possible.

”

- Joe Gorder, Valero Chairman and CEO
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Valero gets into hand sanitizer manufacturing

Valero Hartley employees producing and packaging the initial
batches of hand sanitizer.
First responders receiving hand sanitizer in Hartley.
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Valero supports Meals on Wheels across the U.S.
Valero is supporting homebound seniors making sure they
are nourished and stay healthy across the U.S., including in:
• Texas City
• San Antonio
• Benicia
• Corpus Christi • McKee/Sunray
• Wilmington
• New Orleans
• Port Arthur
• Los Angeles
• Memphis
• Houston

“
Valero San Antonio employees delivering Meals on Wheels.

Valero is standing side by side with us. Valero
says to all of our Meals on Wheels family and
team, “We care. We believe in what you do and
we are here with you.” That means a lot.

”

- Vinsen Faris, CEO Meals on Wheels San Antonio
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Valero’s support across the globe
Peru

United Kingdom

Canada

Valero is donating additional funding to support
frontline charities during the current Covid-19
outbreak as part of its commitment to
supporting the communities in which it works.

Delivering
sanitizer
in
Marquez
community near Valero’s Callao terminal.

Supporting food banks in the U.K.

Supporting hospitals, food security initiatives and organizations
that deal with domestic violence.
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THANK-YOU Valero
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THANK-YOU Valero

“

Thank you for reaching out and letting us
know that Valero is here for us! YOU all
are making such a positive difference and,
together, we will ALL get through this!
- Janci Kimball, CEO Nutrition & Services for Seniors

“

”

I am truly grateful Valero has chosen to express compassion for those
affected in our region by the impacts of Covid-19 through a remarkably
generous grant valued at $75,000 to the South Texas Food Bank.
- Daniel J. Maher, President/CEO Southeast Texas Foodbank

”
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THANK-YOU Valero

“

[We are] incredibly grateful for our continued
partnership with Valero during these trying times.
With the monetary donation from Valero, Chalmette
High School will be able to provide tablets for
students. These students will engage in coursework
during the closure...
- Doris Voitier, Superintendent St. Bernard Parish

”

Valero provided financing for computers that will
be used by students in St. Bernard Parish.
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THANK-YOU Valero

“

We are grateful to Valero for the way they always
support our community. It is only because of
community support that we are able to help and
we’re thankful that the Valero Energy Foundation
trusts us with their funds to provide service to as
many in need as possible.
- Captain Nathanael Doria of the Salvation Army

”
”

Supporting Salvation Army employees in Texas City / Galveston County.
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